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IBM Certified Pre-Owned Tape Promotion

3956-XS9 Cache Drawers
The TS7720 Cache Drawer is a self-contained 2U enclosure that mounts in the 3952 Tape Frame.
The TS7720 Cache Drawer expands the capacity of the TS7720 Cache Controller by providing additional RAID-protected disk storage.
Prices start at €4.330
Technical information

3956-CS9 Cache Controllers
The TS7720 Cache Drawer is a self-contained 2U enclosure that mounts in the 3952 Tape Frame.
The TS7720 Cache Drawer expands the capacity of the TS7720 Cache Controller by providing additional RAID-protected disk storage.
Prices start at €3.330
Technical information

3957-VEB Servers
The TS7700 Server facilitates data transfer between the host and data storage, and to and from physical tape drives when the TS7700 connects to a physical tape library.
Prices start at €20.900
Technical information

3952-F05 Tape Frame
Price starting from: €2.220
Technical information

Please contact your IBM Global Asset Recovery Services representative for configuration and ordering.
Prices based on configuration. Inventory subject to availability.